Dear Fellow Teachers,
Leonard Segal is one of the Substitute Teachers I recommend. He is reliable,
conscientious, follows my
recommend him.
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Dear Fellow Teachers,
Leonaro bosal rs one of the Substitute Teachers I recommend. He is reliable,
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Robert Frost Middle School
1,2314 Bradford Place

Granada Hills, Ca. 9L344

To whom it may concern,

lwould like to provide my whole-hearted endorsement for Mr. Leonard

Segal as a trustworthy and

reliable substitute teacher.
I have been requesting and working with Mr. Segal for a number of years now during my nine years at

Robert Frost Middle School. Each time he has been a "guest teacher" in my stead, I have had not had
any concerns nor worries as to what is occurring within my classroom. He has always followed my lesson
plans to the letter, in fact, he will consistently check with me regarding any unclear detail in said plans.

Upon my return, there is always a letter on my desk informing me of what was accomplished and the
behavior of each class period.

Mr. Segal's strong classroom management is evident when lfirst walk back into my classroom and see
everything looks the way I left it. Additionally, the lack of students needing my further discipline

is

another indication of the aforementioned positive attribute.
I am also

comforted in knowing that Mr. Segalgenuinely cares about the welfare of young people today.

Past students of mine have mentioned

that he will point out things to the class and how it relates to

their future.
I have a short list of substitute teachers that I will call upon when I know ahead of time that I will be
absent. Mr. Segal has and will continue to be one of those on my list. lbelieve you can trust him that
much as well.
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Mr. Doug Wah
English Department

Sepulveda Middle School

Daniel Fischer
6tr srade ESL Teacher

To whom it may concem. I am writing to comment on the positive experience I
have had with Leonard Segal as a substitute teacher. Mr. Segal is a true professional.
His organization and classroom management skills are unparalleled. His thoroughness
leads to a seamless transition for my return into the classroom. As a preferred substitute
at our school, Leonard is sought after daily to teach a variety of core curriculums.
Mr. Segal has years of substitute experience and he would be an asset to a
substitute training committee. The knowledge he has acquired over the years would
greatly benefit anyone new to the profession.
Feel free to contact me

if you have any questions.

Daniel Fischer C---..----.--=-\
(s05) 223-0002
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To Whom it may concern,
In April2009 Mr. Segal was the Substitute Teacher for the class across the hall from my
class. The class is usually so noisy and disruptive that the school security are frequently
called to the classroom to restore order. However, Mr. Segal had each class working
quietly and productively all day.

Sincerely, .l
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Susan

Computer Teacher
Chatsworth High School

LAUSD
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Tom Reid

Sepulveda Science

March 10,2008

To whom it may concern:
Please accept this letter of recommendation for Mr. Leonard Segal, who on many
occasions in the last several years, I have invited to be my guest teacher at Sepulveda
Middle School, North Hills, California. Mr. Segal is the consummate professional.
Without exception he has followed my every lesson plans for 7n grade Life Science &
Teen Health and when I retum to my classroom I find it as I left it and wanted it left.
Mr. Segal is a reliable, conscientious substitute teacher. In addition to following
faithfully lesson plans he maintains good classroom control and is universally respected
by my students.
Recently he worked in a diffrcult classroom a few doors away from my class where
he was the frfth substitute teacher for that class in as many months. The class was in
anarchy. Students were fighting, leaving class, yelling and throwing fumiture out the
door. Mr. Segal deftly seized control of the class and when I went to check during my
conference period the students were on task and working quietly for the first time in

months.
Clearly, Mr- Segal was able to create a positive, respectful atmosphere He kept them
on task with an engaging, high interest lesson plan designed for those academically
diverse classes.
I have recommend Mr. Segal to my colleagues and have had positive feedback from
other teachers who have also invited Mr. Segal to guest teach in their rooms.

I am very truly yours,

1;K;t
Tom Reid

15330 Plummer St.

North Hills, CA 91343

